Aims. Chemical compositions and other properties of planetary nebulae around central stars of spectral types [WC], [WO], and wels are compared with those of 'normal' central stars, in order to clarify the evolutionary status of each type and their interrelation. Methods. We use plasma diagnostics to derive from optical spectra the plasma parameters and chemical compositions of 48 planetary nebulae. We also reanalyze the published spectra of a sample of 167 non-WR PN. The results as well as the observational data are compared in detail with those from other studies of the objects in common. with low density, high excitation nebulae. The wels PN, however, appear to be a separate class of objects, not linked to WRPN by evolution: nebular excitation, electron temperature and density, and the number of ionizing photons all cover the whole range found in the other types. Their lower mean N/O ratio and slightly lower He/H suggest progenitor stars less massive than for the other PN types. Furthermore, the differences between results of different works are dominated by the differences in observational data rather than differences in the analysis methods
Introduction
Planetary nebulae (PN) are the highly visible transitionary phase in the life of intermediate mass stars on their evolution from the asymptotic giant branch to their final destination, the white dwarfs. Among the 1300 objects known in our Milky Way (Acker et al. , 1996b , there are about 6% whose central stars show broad emission lines, characteristic of the [WR] spectral type, and most likely produced by a massive continuous mass loss from the central star. Whether these objects form a group or an evolutionary phase or evolutionary sequence distinctly different from the other, 'normal' PN, is still not fully understood.
That PN with [WR] central stars do not seem to have properties which differ very much from normal, non-WR objects was shown by Górny & Stasińska (1995) who found that bipolar nebulae constitute about 20 % of the total in both WR and non-WR objects. Also, the distribution of He/H, N/O and C/O abundance ratios are the same in either group. Both aspects indicate that the WR phenomenon does not preferentially occur in more massive central stars,
Send offprint requests to: girard@obs.u-bordeaux1.fr ⋆ Based on observations obtained at the European Southern Observatory (ESO), La Silla, Chile hence more massive progenitor stars. Acker et al. (1996a) , Górny & Tylenda (2000) and Peña et al. (2001) showed that the majority of [WR] PN seems to form an evolutionary sequence from late-type [WC] inside high-density nebulae to early-type [WO] with low-density nebulae.
In their recent quantitative classification of central stars, Acker & Neiner (2003) distinguish two sequences from the late-type [WC] to the early-type [WO] : The spectra of hot [WO 1...4] types are dominated by the highly ionised oxygen lines, while those of the cooler [WC 4...11] types are marked by carbon lines. There seems to be an evolutionary sequence from [WC 11 ] to [WO 1] . The wels (weak emission line stars) objects differ from other central stars (Tylenda, Acker & Stenholm 1993) and are not part in this classification scheme.
More recently, Górny et al. (2004) found that the proportion of WRPN in the Galactic bulge is about 15%, significantly larger than in the disk (about 6%). Among the bulge WRPN about 47% are of type later than [WC 9 ]. In the disk this fraction amounts to only 17%. However, this finding is strongly sensitive to observational selection effects. They confirm the strong trend for the density to decrease towards early-type [WC] . Oxygen abundances in bulge WRPN are found to be the same as in the bulge non-WR, and the N/O distributions of PN in disk, bulge and of [WR] type are similar.
Another age indicator is the dust temperature derived from near and mid infrared data, indicating an evolutionary sequence from carbon AGB stars to [WC] PNe (Acker et al. 1996a) . Gòrny et al. (2001) found that a sizeable fraction of WRPN seems to contain hot dust (1000-2000 K), probably in the winds of the central stars. The mean dust temperature decreases towards late-type [WC] , in line with an evolutionary sequence from [WC11] to [WC2] ([WO2] ).
The present paper presents the study of a homogeneous sample of nebulae around nuclei with emission lines, using the high S/N spectra which had been used to study the [WR] central stars by Acker & Neiner (2003) . These objects constitute a sample similar to that of Peña et al. (2001) , and it seems interesting to confirm (or not) the conclusions of these authors as well as those by Górny et al. (2004) .
After presenting the observational material in section 2 and describing the analysis of the spectra in section 3, we study the chemical compositions of the various types of nebulae in section 4. We also compare the different groups with respect to other global relations in section 5, investigate the relation between central stars and the nebulae (section 6), and analyse the infrared properties (section 7). In appendices A and B we study the influences on the abundances due to differences in observational data and analysis methods.
Observational material
90 spectra of PN around central stars with emission lines were obtained in March 1994, July 1994, and July 1995 with the Boller & Chivens spectrograph and the CCD detector on the 1.52m telescope at ESO, Chile. The wavelength range is from 3700Å to 7500Å, with a spectral resolution of 1500 (more details can be found in Acker & Neiner 2003) . Exposure times of 40 min and 5 min were employed, giving signal to noise ratios of better than 30 for most objects. For the analyses, the 48 objects with the best spectra were selected.
The measured line fluxes and dereddened intensities from the spectra of 48 planetary nebulae with emission linestars used in this work are available in electronic form at the CDS 1 . The quality of the data and their reduction can be assessed by looking at the line ratio of the [O III] 5007 and 4959Å doublet which is independent of physical conditions in the nebula. Figure 1 shows that in all objects values very close to 3.0 are found, but slightly above the theoretical value from Mendoza (1983) , as expected (cf. Acker et al. 1989) . Only a few objects with faint spectra exhibit somewhat larger deviations.
Another check is provided by the intensity ratios of the de-reddened He I lines at 5876, 4471, and 6678Å which are not very sensitive to nebular conditions. All 33 objects which contain the three lines are found within 20 percent of the theoretical values (Fig. 2) .
Since a number of the objects have been observed by other authors, we compared our data in detail with previous measurements. The He II 4686Å line covers a large range in values among the objects. As shown by Fig. 3 , our (dereddened) intensities agree very well with those obtained by other authors. In particular, the agreement with the most recent study of Peña et al. (2001, PSM01) is better than 0.1 dex. As one should expect, the scatter increases towards fainter intensities. A comparison of the He I 5876Å lines (Fig.4) shows a good agreement with other studies. However, one notes a trend, in that our intensities tend to be larger than those of Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994, KB94) Acker & Neiner 2003) , it is unlikely that our measurements are affected by confusion with the stellar spectrum. Furthermore, inspection of the other He I lines (4471, 6678, 7065, and 5015Å) shows that these line ratios are in good agreement with the intensity of the 5876 line.
The As a consequence of the difference in He I line intensities, our helium abundances differ slightly from the results of PSM01. This is addressed in more detail in Appendix B. However, it does not affect the findings of this paper with respect to the evolutionary status of the [WR] PN.
A sample of 'normal' PNe
To compare the sample of [WR] nebulae with 'normal' PN, we selected the objects from the following works: Aller & Czyzak (1983, hereafter AC83) , Aller & Keyes (1987, AK87) , Cuisinier, Acker & Köppen (1996, CAK96) , Cuisinier et al. (2000, CMAKS00) and Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994, KB94) . Although the image tube data from AC83 and AK87 might be considered less reliable than present CCD data, such a suspicion is not too evident in individual comparisons. Moreover, these works constitute a large sample of the brighter PN, together with KB94. We include CAK96 who focussed on objects high above the Galactic plane as well as the sample of Bulge nebulae by CMAKS00. The inclusion of these samples does not constitute a major bias, since in our sample of [WR] objects there also is no selection against nebulae outside the disk.
To avoid possible influences by the different analysis methods employed by the other authors, we re-analyzed all the other spectra by our method using the same criteria. This includes using only the optical lines in the spectra of KB94. All together, this sample provides 167 objects with spectra of comparable quality which had been obtained for determinations of chemical compositions.
Comparison with other works
There are 3 nebulae in common with AC83, 7 with AK87, 8 with KB94, 6 with CAK96, 2 with CMAKS00, and in particular 17 with PSM01. This offers an opportunity to clarify to what extent the results from different studies are subject to differences in the measured line fluxes or to the adopted abundance determination methods. In Appendix A we compare the results obtained from reanalysis of the data by HOPPLA with the original values. The differences in the observational data are addressed in Appendix B.
Plasma analysis of the nebular spectra
Extinction constants, electron temperatures and densities, and elemental abundances are determined with the computer programme HOPPLA (see Acker et al. 1991, and Köppen et al. 1991) . The spectra are interpreted by the technique of plasma diagnostics, viz. assuming that all lines are produced in an isothermal gas at uniform density and ionization level. In the first step, the reddening correction, derivation of electron temperature and density, as well as the optical depth of the He I 3888Å line (for self-absorption in the He I lines) are performed. These steps are repeated several times, until the values converge.
The excitation class (EC), absolute Hβ fluxes seen through the spectrograph aperture, extinction constants c, electron temperatures and densities for all selected 48 PN are compiled in Table 2 . The column 'Q' gives an indication of the overall quality of the analysis. 'A' means that all diagnostic lines are present, 'B' that the density could not be reliably determined, and 'C' that the electron temperature could not be derived.
The extinction measure c is obtained from the decrement of all the observed Balmer lines relative to the one computed from Brocklehurst (1972) for case B. To find the optimum value, the error from each line is weighted with the square of the observed line flux. This weighting had been chosen to be able to deal also with rather noisy spectra; for the present data this suppresses the noise in the blue region of the spectrum, by giving a strong weight to the Hα/Hβ ratio. In Fig. 6 we compare our values of the extinctions against the results found by other authors. For most of the objects we obtain good agreement; yet for several nebulae rather discrepant values have been reported, most probably due to the difficulty to separate the nebular from the stellar emission lines. Notable exceptions are collected in Table 1 . Fig. 6 . The extinctions found in this work compared to other works for the same nebulae. Open squares refer to Acker & Neiner (2003) (from Crowther et al. 1998 and Tylenda et al. 1992) , filled squares to PSM01, and plussigns to AC83, Aller & Keyes (1980 , 1987 , Aller et al. (1981 Aller et al. ( , 1986 , Barker (1978) , KB94, and Shaw & Kaler (1989) Electron temperatures T e are derived from line intensity ratios of [O III] (4959Å + 5007Å)/4363Å and [N II] (6548Å + 6584Å)/5755Å. We note that the high [N II] temperature in PNG 337.4 + 01.6 is the consequence of its density to be close to the high density limit of the [S II] lines. Figure 7 shows the comparison of our values of the [O III] temperature for the objects common with other authors. There is an overall good agreement and no obvious systematic offset. In particular, we confirm the rather high temperature in PNG 278.8 + 04.9 as found by PSM01. The lower electron temperatures in the [WR] objects are also evident in the histogram (Fig. 9) . The average temperature is 10440±390 K from 28 [WR] objects, somewhat lower Table 2 ). In several nebulae the [S II] line ratio is close to the high-density limit. PNe whose density exceeds 20,000 cm −3 are marked by a 'H' in Table 2 and this adopted value is used in further analysis.
Chemical compositions of the nebulae
With the electronic temperatures and densities obtained from the analysis of line ratios described above, the emissivities of all lines can be computed and thus from the observed dereddened intensities the ionic abundances relative to H + are deduced. ). To correct for unseen stages of ionization, the usual empirical correction factors (ICF) are applied (see Aller 1984) . Table 3 (on-line version), presents the derived abundances of the 48 nebulae. All abundances are expressed in the usual logarithmic form of 12 + lg(n(X)/n(H)).
For helium, the abundances of He + and He ++ are derived from the He I and He II recombination lines. The emissivities of the He I lines are corrected for self-absorption and collisional excitation. In low excitation nebulae there could be present an appreciable amount of unobservable neutral helium. Therefore the He abundances in low excitation nebulae (EC 4 and less) are only lower limits and are marked with a colon in Table 3 (on-line version). For the sulphur ICF, we use the recipe of Samland et al. (1992) , while for chlorine we apply a simple formula that gave a reasonable approximation to results from photoionization models:
Elements synthesized in progenitor stars
Helium and nitrogen are elements that are produced in more massive progenitor stars of PN. Hence abundances of these elements is expected to be an indicator of the mass of the progenitor star. Comparing the histogram of helium abundances ( Fig. 10 ), we find no evidence for any significant difference between the different types. Using only data without colon and quality code Q=A analyses from 11 [WR] PN, 14 wels, and 87 'normal' PN, we obtain respective average values of 11.05 ± 0.02, 10.97 ± 0.03, and 11.02 ± 0.01, which places the [WR] PN above the solar value and the normal PN, but the wels have lower helium abundances. The dispersions are 0.05 ± 0.01, 0.10 ± 0.02, and 0.10 ± 0.01, respectively. Likewise, the relation between helium abundance and the N/O abundance ratio exhibits no clear difference between the two types of nebulae. Neither is obvious any difference between objects with [WO] , [WC] , or wels central stars, as depicted in Fig. 11 . Two objects fullfill the criterion of Peimbert & Torres-Peimbert (1983) for Type I nebulae: the [WO] types PNG 002.2 − 09.4 and PNG 278.8 + 04.9, and with the wels PNG 006.4 + 02.0 doing nearly so.
The average helium abundances for all types, presented in Table 4 , are solar without any significant differences. Table 2 . Plasma parameters of the planetary nebulae of this sample. The spectral types are from Acker & Neiner (2003) . Given are: overall quality of the analysis (see the text), excitation classes EC following Aller's (1956) type nebulae is about thrice solar, but in 'normal' nebulae it is not more than twice solar. The wels objects have nearly a solar ratio. One also notes that the helium abundance is somewhat lower, by about twice the standard error. It thus is tempting to identify wels nebulae as coming from less massive progenitor stars than the other types of PN.
The other elements
Oxygen, neon, sulphur, and argon are synthesized in massive stars, and their abundances are not altered by the nucleosynthesis in the PN progenitor stars. The average oxygen abundances, presented in having lower S/Ar ratios. Because this pattern is already present, if one considers only nebulae of the same excitation (e.g. 5), these differences appear to be real, and not to be artifacts caused by the use of ICF, for example.
There are two remarkable outliers, PNG 004.9 + 04.9 (one of the three nuclei of [WC 5-6] type) and PNG 011.9 + 04.2 (one of the four nuclei of type [WO 4p ] which show very high velocity winds), which also stand out in diagrams of the other combinations of abundance ratios; neither object shows any obvious flaw in the observational material or analysis. In these objects, PSM01 had found unusually low Ne/O abundance ratios of 0.00343 and 0.00371, respectively. Our values (0.052 and 0.083) are higher, but still substantially lower than the solar value of 0.16. The other non-WR object in the vicinity is PNG 325.4−04.0 observed by Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) .
Other global relations

Diagnostic diagram
In the diagnostic diagram of the intensity ratios Hα/[N II] and Hα/[S II] (Fig. 13 , after Cantó 1981 and Corradi et al. 1997) , the nebulae of our sample cover the region occupied by planetary nebulae. Cantó (1981) . The symbols are as in Fig. 8 .
Dereddened flux and angular diameter
The diagram of dereddened Hβ flux and angular diameter allows some inferences on the number of ionizing photons from the central star: In an ionization bounded Strömgren sphere of radius R, the dereddened Hβ flux at a distance d depends on the number of ionizing photons as
with the coefficients α B for all recombinations to excited levels and α /rmef f for leading to the emission of Hβ photons. Using the relation R/d = sin(D) = D between angular diameter D and R, one obtains
and demanding that the ionized mass M ion = 4πnmR 3 /3 remains constant, one gets
From the catalog of Acker et al. (1992) we take the optical diameter or -if that datum is uncertain, an upper limit, or the object is described as 'stellar' -the radio diameter. Figure 14 shows that 'normal' PN have a wide distribution in both diameter and number of ionizing photons. The same characteristic is also found among the [WO] types, as far as one can judge from the limited number of objects. However, the [WC] nebulae have a strong tendency to be smaller: except PNG 004.8 − 22.7 for which the optical diameter of 10 arcsec is only an upper limit, all nebulae are smaller than 6.6 arcsec (PNG 000.4 − 01.9). Late-type [WC] 10, 9, and 7-8 objects (shown as open squares) are smaller than about 5 arcsec, have high Hβ fluxes, and high number of ionizing photons, about lg N LyC > 48. All this ties in well with the notion that [WC] objects are young and compact nebulae. The wels have a fairly wide range in diameters and in ionizing photon number, although one may note that none is present with diameters larger than about 15 arcsec and lg N LyC < 47.3. One also has to keep in mind that these numbers depend on the ionized mass of the nebula, which might vary among the types. 
Infrared colours
Planetary nebulae are strong infrared emitters, due to their heated dust: as the nebula expands, the dust cools and the dust colours redden. Fig. 15 shows the two-colour diagram for our samples. The [WR] objects are found mainly towards the left in the diagram and the wels are shifted to bluer colours, below the cooling line.
By using the dust model of Siebenmorgen et al. (1994) , the IRAS fluxes can be calculated at any time following the nebular expansion, both for carbon-rich and oxygenrich dust (see Acker et al. 1996a, and Gesicki et al. 2006) . From the Fig. 15 of this paper and the Fig. 7 of Gesicki et al. (2006) , the [WR] stars are displayed along evolutionary progression of carbon-rich nebular dust, from cool stars with bluer IRAS colours (like those of post-AGB stars) to hot stars with redder IRAS colours. But the wels sample appears to be shifted below the oxygen rich track. Note that most of the wels were classified as O-rich stars by Méndez (1991) .
On the other hand, Gesicki et al. (2006) show that about 65% of the CSPNe have good IRAS detections, with different detection rates: respectively 52%, 53%, and 88% for 'normal', wels and [WR] PNe, the latest being on average much stronger IRAS emitters. If one considers 25 and 60 µm only, the detection rates become 89%, 86% and 100%, i.e. the difference is rather reduced, which indicates that [WR] PNe (essentially [WC] PNe) are stronger emitter at 12 µm. This is indicative of small dust grains, which is not found in wels.
The [WR] evolution seems marked by the presence of nebular turbulence, almost universal for [WR] PNe, common for wels but rare for 'normal' PNe (91%, 24%, and 7%, respectively), a difference which shows that the 'nor- . Given the differences in IRAS colours, chemistry and carbon surface abundances of the [WC] stars, a se-quence can be considered where they evolve too slowly to reach [WO] types while still surrounded by a bright nebula. Gesicki et al. (2006) show that strong correlation appears between enhanced 12µm flux and turbulence for the [WC] PNe, leading to the formation of small grains. But this is not the case for the wels which show almost identical colours regardless of turbulence. The expansion is a strong function of metallicity, therefore the expansion of the nebulae around O-rich stars grows slower than around C-rich stars (Acker et al. 1996a) , and shows lower dust abundance in the AGB wind (Wood et al. 1992 ). The very blue [WO 4] nebula PC 14 (PNG 336.2 − 06.9) is perhaps more compact than other [WO 4 ] PNe, with a lower expansion related to a lower metallicity. We also note that many [WC] stars show a unique feature in their nebular chemistry, with both PAHs and oxygen-rich dust and gas being present (Zijlstra 2001) . This mixed chemistry is not seen among either [WR] PNe or any other group of PNe.
All these aspects confirm the analysis by Tylenda et al. (1993) , who argue that the [WR] and the wels form two distinct groups: wels show very weak emission lines, and a different chemistry in the line forming wind, the N/C ratio being higher in wels than in [WC] (Acker at al. 1996a ). The [WR] PNe seem to be more compact than the nebulae around wels, which indicates a different mass-loss history. The progenitor properties (age, metallicity, stellar activity) may play the major rôle in the formation of a wels or a [WC] star. Fig. 8 . Only high quality data is included. The line with ticks indicates the colours of black-body spectra between 100 and 300 K From the DENIS database at CDS we extracted the infrared colours for our objects (10 [WO], 14 [WC], 13 wels, and 94 non-WR nebulae). In the two colour diagram (Fig.  16 ) of the I(0.82µm), J(1.25µm) and K(2.15µm) bands, most nebulae of all types cluster near colour temperatures of 4000 K. While none of the [WO] objects is found elsewhere, several [WC] nebulae are found at high (J-K) 0 colour indices: foremost PNG 012.2 + 04.9 and PNG 291.3 − 26.2 which have been suspected for the presence of hot dust (Górny et al. 2001) , and also PNG 004.8−22.7, PNG 027.6+ 04.2, and PNG 327.1 − 02.2.
Likewise, two wels are found with high (I-J) 0 values: PNG 010.8 − 01.8 and PNG 357.1 + 03.6. Inspection of the DENIS data reveals that none of these objects has magnitude errors in excess of the other objects. Neither do we find correlations with other nebular properties, such as Hβ flux, extinction, or angular diameter. 
Relations between central star and nebula
To explore the possibility of an evolutionary sequence from [WC 11] to [WO 1], we investigate the nebular properties as a function of the spectral type of their central stars. Since the excitation class is a measure of the temperature of the ionizing source, it is expected to be linked to the temperature of the central star. Figure 17 indicates a clear relation between spectral type and excitation class, in the sense that [WC] central stars are found in low excitation nebulae, while the early [WO] stars are surrounded by nebulae of highest excitation. The wels central stars are found in objects of any level of excitation. Given the small sample, we regard the large number with EC = 5 as an observational selection effect. This is also evident in the electron temperatures, depicted in Fig. 18 . Unfortunately, there are no measurements of the [O III] temperature in the low excitation nebulae, and the few reliable [N II] temperatures do not allow to follow this correlation among these types of objects. Fig. 19 shows that the electron density decreases along the sequence from cooler [WC 10] to hot [WO 1]. This ties in well with the notion of an evolutionary sequence: as the density decreases due to the nebular expansion, the central star becomes hotter. In contrast, the wels objects display a wide range of densities, and cannot be incorporated into this sequence.
All these results support an evolutionary sequence from [WC 11] central stars which are cool and surrounded by dense, low excitation nebulae towards hot [WO 1] stars with low density, high excitation nebulae.
The wels objects evidently belong to a different class of planetaries which do not appear to be evolutionarily related to the [WR] type nebulae. is about thrice solar, somewhat higher than in non-WR (less than twice solar). But wels objects have a much lower ratio, of nearly solar value -O, Ne, S, Ar abundances are nearly solar in all groups.
-[WC] and wels nebulae tend to be smaller than [WO] and non-WR objects -the number of ionizing photons covers the same range and has the same average value -in the IRAS two-colour diagram, wels are shifted to bluer colours than the other [WR] PN -in the DENIS two-colour diagram some [WC] -the excitation class rises, hence the temperature of the star's ionizing spectrum -the electron temperature rises -the electron density decreases as one would expect for an evolutionary sequence from late to early spectra type, as the star heats up and the nebula expands. The wels nebulae have properties that cover a wide range, and they evidently belong to a separate subclass of PN, and do not appear to be evolutionarily related to the [WR] type nebulae.
Thus our results corroborate the evolutionary sequence from [WC 11] central stars which are cool and surrounded by dense, low excitation nebulae towards hot [WO 1] stars with low density, high excitation nebulae with embedded cooler dust. On the other hand, there is no evidence for the wels being linked by evolution to the [WR] PN. Rather they seem to constitute a separate class of objects with a variety of nebular properties. Their lower N/O ratio and the hint of a lower He/H abundance suggests that they might have formed from less massive progenitor stars than the other PN.
which could mean an uncertainty of as much as 20 percent. Another exception is PNG 356.2 − 04.4 for which a higher He abundance is found (by 0.08 dex). The origin for this discrepancy could not be found. The oxygen abundances (Fig.  A. 2) are recovered within 0.1 dex, with the exceptions of PNG 061.4 − 09.5, PNG 161.2 − 14.8, PNG 189. 1 + 19.8, PNG 278.8 + 04.9, and PNG 286.3 + 02.8 which have values as much as 0.2 dex higher than in PSM01. The origin is that in these high excitation objects the oxygen ICF depends on the (high) He ++ /He ratio which propagates and amplifies the deviation found in the He abundances. The maximum deviation in the N/O abundance ratio (Fig. A.3) is 0.05 dex in PNG 004.9 + 04.9. We conclude that both methods give nearly identical results. Table A .1 in numerical form. We summarize the inspection of the plots of key quantities:
-KB94 include lines from the range 1200-3000Å .
Whether or not these lines are included in the analysis, This offset is due to our inclusion of the corrections of the He I emissivities for collisional excitation based on Berrington & Kingston (1988) . Oxygen abundances show significant scatter but without any offset. The N/O ratio has strong dispersion with little offset.
Often the reason for one object to show a strong deviation in the results can be traced to some particular cause, such as a diagnostic line ratio being at or close to the limit of its sensitivity, resulting in a propagation of this error to other quantities. It would go beyond the aims of this paper to discuss these objects in detail, and thus trace in even more detail the origins of the differences found.
Appendix B: Comparison of the observational data
For the objects that we have in common with other works, we compare the results from the reanalysis with HOPPLA of their spectra with the present work. This reflects the differences in the measured intensities.
In Fig. B .1 we compare our He/H abundances with the other studies. One notes a rather clear trend that we get lower helium abundances from our own data than from the the data of PSM01, especially for higher abundances. The results from the other data also are in line with this trend, although the fewer numbers do not allow to make a firm conclusion. As shown in Fig. 4 , such a trend is already present in the intensities of the He I 5876Å line.
However, if one compares the reanalyzed data of PSM01 with the other works, another clear correlation is found, as depicted in Fig. B.1 . Again, this is reflected in PSM01 getting higher He I intensities for the stronger lines than by previous studies (Fig. B.3) . Fig. B.1 , but comparing the reanalyzed PSM01 data with the reanalyzed data of AC83 (×), AK87, KB94, CAK96, and CMAKS00, using the same symbols as in Fig.3 With the other elements, no such clear trend is found, partially because the scatter is substantially larger. We Fig. 4 , but comparing the PSM01 data with the data of AC83, AK87, KB94, CAK96, and CMAKS00, using the same symbols as in Fig.B.2 summarize the results as average and dispersion of the deviations found: Table B .1 gives the comparison between our data and the reanalysis of the PSM01 data. The plasma parameters do not show a systematic offset, except for the [N II] temperatures, but a large scatter, which indicates differences in S/N ratio which affect the faint lines. The argon abundances obtained from the spectra of PSM01 are substantially lower than from our spectra, because in PSM01 the intensity for the [Ar III] 7135Å line -the dominant stage of ionization -are given only for three objects.
In the abundances of N/H, O/H, Ne/H, and S/H there exist also offsets that are marginally acceptable, and one notes rather appreciable scatter. As the lower offsets and dispersions in the Ne/O and S/O ratios indicate, the scatter originates from the O/H determinations and is translated to the other elements by applying the ICFs. The scatter in O/H comes from the electron temperature differences, and principally from differences in the intensity of the [O III] 4363Å line. As already seen in Fig.7 , the scatter in the [O III] electron temperatures is much larger than the differences due to the analysis methods. If we compare the reanalysed PSM01 data with earlier data of the same objects, we find similar results; however, the discrepances in the line intensities are stronger, as can be seen from .1 is one of the fainter objects of the sample which may thus be subject to a lower signal-to-noise rato. PNG 002.2 + 09.4 is one of the brighter ones, in whose spectrum no fault or anomality was noticed.
The deviation of PNG 011.9 + 04.2 has yet a different origin: the density sensitive [S II] line ratio is close to its high density limit. Thus the slightly lower intensity ratio measured in our spectra of I (6717) In the quest to identify the origin of the deviation of the helium abundances derived by us and PSM01, the only clear trend is found to exist between this deviation and the absolute Hβ flux, as presented in Fig. B .5. We note that the results from the other works are in line with the results of this work, in that large negative differences are found in faint objects. Because of the larger number of objects in common, this trend is more evident with our data.
Comparing the differences in the intensities of the He I 5876Å line from the corresponding works (Fig B.6) Table 3 (on-line version). For the line intensities, the differences of lg(I/I(Hβ)) are used. The last column gives the number of objects. lines, which are of comparable intensity, does not reveal a trend as clear as seen in the He I line.
We conclude that there exists a small but systematic difference in the helium abundances between our work and PSM01, in that the nebular He I lines in fainter objects have been either underestimated by us (and the other works) or overestimated by PSM01. Since the observational conditions are quite similar, yielding spectra of the same signalto-noise ratio, we cannot determine the reason with certainty. Because a thorough reanalysis of our data did not reveal a possible underestimation of He I 5876Å fluxes, and the values are found to be in good agreement with the other He I lines, we tend to prefer our results.
This difference is larger than the differences due to the analysis methods and larger than uncertainties in atomic data, and thus it is somewhat annoying; however, it is not large enough to affect the findings on the status of WRPN. 
